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The Weather
Cold, snow ending, low tonight Jow-20s; cloudy, cold
Thursday, high near 30. (Map
on Page 81).
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Vol. 93, No. 72

'That may have been a small one for Neil; but that's a
long one for nie.' --Pete Conrad

Conrad, Bean .Stroll on Moon
Old Surveyor
Spotted in Crater

Tho,nas
Called
Lawless

SPACE CENTER, Houston ..... I.Pl - Two American astronaupts made a bulls-eye landing on the moon ·today, .raised their
flag and conducted the most detailed exploration yet of the
black powdery surface.
Before returning safely to their lunar ferry Intrepid, they
set up five scientific instruments powered by the first nuclear
generator on the moon. It was man·s second quest for
knowledge on that alien soil.
The moonwalk was spoiled for earthlings when a camera
transmitting the first color television pictures from the moon
failed for 45 minutes.

By HENRY HARRIS
Daily News Staff Writer
Black educator Arthur E.
Thomas was branded as "lawless" Tuesday and accused, in
the fourth day of his dismissal
hearing, of damning Whittier
elementary school parents.

'

l

EXPERTS AT THE MANNED Spacecraft center here said
it appeared the camera was accidentally pointed at the sun,
burning the sensitive image tube.
Charles "Pete" Conrad Jr. climbed back into the cabin at
9:28 a.m. EST after being on the surface 3 hours 44 minutes.
Alan L. Bean, his companion on this voyage of discovery,
had re-entered at 10: 15 a.m., after an even three hours outside.
"We won't have any trouble sleeping tomght," Conrad
reported-.
THESE third and fourth humans to trod the moon were in
good humor and wise-cracked often as they explored the
cratered world around them. Conrad's cackling became a
familiar sound.
They steered their lunar ferry Intrepid to a perfect landing
just 20 feet from the edge of theirw target at l: 54.20 am.

Thomas, chewing gum rapidly, heard S c h o o 1 Supt.•
Wayne M. Carle accuse him of
o r c h e s trating "demonstrations" that would not have.
materialized without him.
Challenged to produce "hard
ev)dence" that the suspended
Model Cities education project
director c a u s e d demonstrations, Carle said:

"HE HIMSELF chose to act
in a lawless fashion, (not obeying) the orders he should be
subservient to: this a Ione
causes othern to act disorderly.''
Pressed by Thomas' attorney, Charles S. Bridge, for
evidence that Thomas "organized" the c row d that dem a n d e d his reinstatement
Sept. 10 at the downtown administration building, C a r 1 e
said, "I'd have to use the word
'participated.' That's evidence
of organiz~tion."
WONE radio n e w s m a n
Glenn Alexander p 1 a y e d a
tape, against objections, pur•
portedly recording Thomas'
voice Sept. 10 from inside the
rear entrance of the First St.
building, where the current
hearing is being held.
''. . . Black folks got a right
to a public building just like
white folks do . . . He don't
care whether it's 300 or 3,000.
The white man (Carle?) refused to see black folks,'' the
often unintelligible voice exhorted.

• 'firer,.'.~ ''110 jo:.'' /ru111 11wu11 flS TJ' rnm('rn
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THE W H I T T I E R school

council member was "trembling" with emotion, said witness Virginia M c N e a l, who
testified Tucker "did not want
his son to go Stivers in the
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Just 600 feet away rests an unmanned Surveyor spacecraft that
soft-landed on the slope of the crater 2½ years ago.
They hope to walk to the Surveyor and retrieve parts of it
during a second outside excursion scheduled to start at 12: 32
a.m. Thursday. They also hope to have the television camera
repaired in time for the second walk. Experts on the ground
were working on a solution.

ALAN L. BEAN DESCENDS THE LADDER OP LUNAR MODULE INTREPID TO JOIN FELLOW ASTRONAUT CHARLES CONRAD
Television Camera Worked for a Short Time, Then Went Out; Trouble Blamed on Burned-Out Lens-AP
niggars," the voice said. "Jt"s

WHEN BRIDGE complained
the board unfairly admitted
the tape recording, John P.
McHugh, board attorney, replied, "Mr. Bridge, I object.
"This hn't a trial of the
Chicago Eight," McHugh said.
"This is a fair trial."
The hearing is to consider
e v i d e n c e of charges that
Thomas kept children from
school disobeyed the superintende~t' s order for him to stay
out of schools and verbally
abused a number of people
from Sept. 8 to 26.
The
superintendent's
charges, which the board ~ccepted, stem from a racial
disorder at Stivers high school
Sept. 8. It resulted in hospital
t r e a t m e n t of a Negro boy
whose father, Harold Tucker,
brought him to a meeting of
the Model Cities P l a n n i n g
council that night.

Suri:1•,or t'n~inr('t" <•.ffit,•d.

•

"THE MAN refused to see

now or never . . . So don't
touch nobody . . . We got
plenty of numbers here . . .
don't do nuthin. Let's be orderly . . . don't mess with no
white folks ..."
At this point a voice identi•
fied as that of Asst. Supt.
William Golf, in charge of
personnel, said, "~top, wait a
minute." The v01ce alleged
as being as Thomas' said
something like, "This m a n
(Goff?) 1s trying to disrupt
our organized board protest.
"I don't want you (protestors) busted up aside the head.
You cannot afford to leave
here because it's going to disrupt . . . Take my word for
that because I know what I'm
doing ..."
The epithet "you cracker"
could be heard. It was also
reported the voice said, "What
we need is about 5,000 more
niggers down here."

•

Senate Approves
Draft Lottery
\VASHINGTON-(UPI)-The Senate gave final
congressional approval today to President Nixon's
draft lottery bill.
The measure was rushed to
the floor and passed by voice
vote after a perfunctory debate. It already had been
passed by the House and now
will go to Mr. Nixon for his
signature.
The measure will pave the
way for selection of 19-yearolds first, exposing each eligible man to the draft for only
one year. At present, a man
can be exposed to the draft for
as long as six years.

THE BILL itself changes
only one line of the Selective
Service act - repealing a
provision that preveted the
President from choosing draf•
tees by lot.
Chairman John C. Stennis
(D-Miss.) of the Senate Armed
Services committee promised
senators seeking broader draft
reforms that his committee
would begin h e a r i n g s next
year on more comprehensive
proposals.
Demands by some senators,
notably Sen. Edward M. Kenedy (D-Mass.) for broader
changes in draft law than simply removing the ban on a
lottery, had threatened to

block action on any change at
all.

KENNEDY agreed several
days ago not to press for
amendments on the floor provided that leaders would give
assurance that hearings would
be held next year on more
extensive draft reform.
Stenn!s said on the floor
tod~y there would be hearings
next year but said he could not
make promises that a draft
reform bill would pass.
"We cannot make any guarantee, of course, at this time,"
he said.

Winter
Proving
It's Here
Today's snc,wfall ended
two c.ays of mild weather.
The snow began early,
accum u l a t i n f to two
inches and making driving hazardous ir. some
places.
From a high of 54·
Tuesday, th'.! tern per ature dropped s n a r p I y
after midnight to the low
30s, causing the 5-now.
The Ohio Highway patrol's Montg'Jmery county
post reported wet, slushy
roads and· ~hree auto accidents at the onset.
Flurries were expected
later, ending some time
tonight.
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THE NUCLEAR GENERATOR worked perfectly. and the
instruments began sending data to earth as soon as the umt
was turned on.
After collecting a few rock samples, raising the flag and
deploying the nuclear-powered instruments, Conrad and Bean
climbed back into Intrepid's cabin to reqt.
Conrad was first on the surface at 6:44 a.m., nearly five
hours after the pinpoint landing, which NASA officials hailed,
saying it opened the way for future Apollo crews to attempt
risky descents into difficult areas like mountains and the inside
of craters.
"That may hove heen :t small one for Neil, but that's
a Jong one for me," Conrad joked as he placed his 13-inch
boot into the black dust of the moon.
HE REFERRED TO NEIL f •• Armstrong's fir:-;t words
last J u I y when he became the first man to step on the
moon: "That's one small step for a man, one giant leap
for mankind."
Conrad, at 5 feet 6, 1s the smallest of the astronauts.
Thirty-one minutes after Conrad was on the surface,
Bean, after initial difficulty with his water-cooled undergarment, joined Conrad on the surface and the two of them began
their exploration.
Both reported initial difficulty in walking.
"I've got to take it easy and watch what I'm doino "
Conrad reported. "You get on a little slope and you tenct°to
keep going."

"IF YOU DON'T PICK up your feet you really kick a
load of dirt ahead of you,'' Bean commented.
Noting the powdery black dust, Conrad said:
"I tell you one thing, we're going to be a couple ot dirty
boogers."
Later, Conrad said, "It helps you move if you hop a little.
I'm beginning to feel like Bugs Bunny."
Conrad's first job was to collect a contingency sam.,le of
rocks in case the astronauts had to make a quick return to
earth. It ensured they would not come back empty-handed.
WHILE CONRAD BEGAN removing scientific instruSee SPACEMEN, Page 23

Health Board Urged to Call Pollution Hearing

By COLUMBUS SMITH
Daily News Staff Writer
The Montgomery county prosecutor's office
plans to push its client, the county board of
health, into public hearings for its air pollution enforcement code, which still must be
written.
David B. Peden, environmental health director for the county board of health, has
refused to hold public hearings on a proposed
air pollution enforcement code. It would
Today's Chuckle
determine what air emissions are polluting
the air.
Next to m i s s i n g a day's
"We are currently advising the county
work and having the boss find
out, the worst thing is to miss board of health to have public hearings although they technically don't have to do this,"
a day and have nobody notice.

Larry Smith, an assistant county prosecutor,
said this morning.
" ••• I THINK it would be in the best interest of everyone in the county if the county
board of health and the city commission held
a joint public hearing," he said.
Federal funds amounting to $291,000 for
three years beginning Jan. 1, 1970, are hanging in the balance while the city and the
board fight the clock to meet federal requirements for the money.
Both the county prosecutor's office and the
city law office have verbally agreed to give
the county-city enforcing powers to the county
board of health.
Roland Van Mersbergen, the officer in the

National Air Polution Control administration,
has received neither a strong enough contract
between the city and the board nor the en•
forceable code.
"WE ARE NOT going to grant three to
one funds (S291.000) until we approve the contract," Van Mersbergen said. He .is looking
at a proposed contract given to him last
Friday on a trouble-shooting visit to Dayton.

According to Smith, the contract will give
the county board of health the power to monitor a city air quality ordinance which will be
identical to the county ordinance.
Smith said the problem at the moment is a
public hearing.

"This is of great public importance and it is
going to have to be all aired. The puhlic has
to know what is happening," he said.

RAYMOND C. HIEBER, an assistant city
atomey involved in the proposed county-city
merger, said, "The city commission, I feel,
will have to have a public hearing. Mr. Peden
is coming up with the air standards which we
will adopt."
Since smoke from Dayton's industry is the
reason for the county-city program and the
federally proposed six-county air quality
region, Hieber said he feels industry, as well
as the public, must have a chance to see till
air standards.
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'I can't believe it. Amazing!
Fantastic! Just keep talking.'

It's Big Adventure
For Apollo-12 'Boys'
By JACK JONES
Daily News Staff Writer
SPACE CENT£R, HOUSTON-Charles (Pete) Conrad,
the commander of Apollo-12,
displayed boyish enthusiasm
and exuberance as he came
in for a landing on the moon
this morning-a striking contrast to the tension during the
landing of Apollo-)1 last July.
Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin
were plagued by a series of
trouble lights - alarms over
the overloading of a computer
-and their landing was a
a big relief. At times they
seemed close to aborting the
landing although Armstrong
said later he was not thinking
of doing so.
When Conrad and Alan Bean
began their desc~nt, there
seemed to be nothing but
joyous shouts of, "It's looking
good!"

"I'M TRYING to cheat and
look out there," Conrad radioed just before reaching the
700-foot altitude where he was
supposed to gee his first
glimpse of the s u r f a c e.
"There it is. There it is!"
'Son of a gun, right down
the middle of the road'"
"Outstanding," Bean said
"42 degrees, Pete."
"Hey, it's started right for
the center of the crater. Look
out there! r can't be!Ieve it.
Amazing! Fantastic! 42 degrees, babe, just keep talking," Conrad said.

Two Men and a Model of the Intrepid in Si.mulation of This Morning's Moon \Valk

"GO F O R landing," said
Mission control.
"Fantastic, I can't believe
it," Conrad said.
" Got lots of gas," Bean

Spacemen Talk Walk on Moon
Continue from Page 1
ments from a compartment in the lunar module, or LM,
Bean raised an aluminum-foil window shade-like device attached to a staff. Scientists expect it to capture atomic particles streaming from the sun.
They planned to leave it on the moon until their second
outside excursion on Thursday, and then roll it up to bring
home.
Then Bean drove a pointed core tube about a foot into
the soil to collect a core sample from beneath the surface.

Approximate Landing Point of Apollo 12

BUT CAMERA'S BLIND

Sp aceuien Huui,

Chatter, Work
By JACK JONES, Daily News Staff Writer
Houston - Pete Conrad and
Al .Bean got a half-hour late start on their moonwalk
this morning, and they lost their television after less
thari a~ hour on the lunar surface.
l3ut that d i d n 't seem to
bother the two lively moon running line of chatter on the
radio.
explor~rs.
The t r u s t y hammer was
Bean gave the camera a brought
into play a few mingood bang with a hammer to utes later with better results
try to get it going again, while
C o n r a d hopped around like to get the atomic power generBugs Bunny, humming happily ator loaded.
Bean had trouble removing
to h i m s e 1f, "Dum di dum
dum," as he went through his the radioisotope fuel from its
storage cask on the side of the
tasks.
lunar module.
"It doesn't wat to come
HAVING landed in a cloud
of dust, C o n r a d discovered out," he said. "Come out of
when he stepped outside he there, you rascal!"
had touched down unexpect"HOUSTON, we've really
edly near the crater in which
. an unmanned Surveyor space- got a problem," he told mission control. "It works just
craft landed back in 1967.
it did in the laboratory at
like
"If I had landed 20 feet
behind where I landed, we'd -General Electric, but it won't
have landed smack in that come out of the cask."
"Let's get that hammer and
crater," he remarked.
pound on the side of the cask"
When Bean got out of the Conrad broke in. He got the
lunar module about half an hammer and tapped on the
hour later, Conrad told him, cask, and finally the l,400-de"If you walk over to that gree radioisotope heat source,
crater. you're going to see our a cylinder about 15 inches
pal (the Surveyor)."
long, came sliding out.
"MY COMMENT is exactly
"The universal tool," Conthe same as N e i I ' s and rad exulted about the hamBuzz's," Conrad said. "Every mer.
time I get into one of these
craters, I sink in further."
WffiLE SEEKING a suitable
spot to set up the scientific
"Can you find earth?" Conrad asked, "Oh, there it is. experiments, Bean spied what
he called a "peculiar mound."
Hello, earth! "
"I can't imagine what it is,''
Shortly after moving the tel- he said. "I gotta photograph
evision camera, it quit work- it. I gotta get a stereo photo of
ing, sending only a blurred, this thing; it's really fantastic.
triangular, unmoving pattern.
We're way out from the LM
Changing the lens setting (lunar module)." The experiand even banging with the ments were set up about 700
hammer didn't help, so the feet west of the lunar module.
astronauts completed t h e i r
Bean described the mound
other tasks, putting up the as a small volcano-like object
American flag, setting up the about four of five feet high
Apollo lunar surface experi- with a base about 15-20 feet in
mets, and the atomic power diameter.
plant, and erecting an um"There are lot's more rocks
brella • like antenna, out of up here" he said. "We could
sight of earth.
play geologist for two days.
Here's a different one. It's
HOWEVER, theY. kept up a really neat."

SPACE CENTER,
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-
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FOLLOWING THE LEAD of the Apollo-11 astronauts, they
unfurled an American flag. It stood in the airless, atmosphere
of the moon, held taut by a wire rod along the top.
The third man in the expedition, Richard F. Gordon Jr.,
orbited some 65 miles overhead in the command ship Yankee
Clipper, waiting the return of his companions on Thursday.
Emphasizing just how perfect the landing was, Conrad
remarked: "If I'd landed 20 feet behind where I did, we'd
have landed right smack in that crater."
"I THINK I SEE MY crater ... There it is! There it is!

Son of a gun, right down the middle of the road," command
pilot Conrad had shouted as Intrepid approached its target.
"I can't believe it."
Seconds later, Intrepid was on the surface.
"Outstanding" Conrad exclaimed when they were safely
down.
"I can't wait to get outside," Bean chimed in.

astronauts Neil A. Armstrong and Edwin E. Aldrin Jr., made
the historic first landing in the Sea of Tranquility, 99.5 miles
farther east.
Armstrong and Aldrin, who observed today's landing operation in Mission ContioI, missed their target point by four
miles.
Preparations for the Apollo 12 de~cent began shortly
after 7 p.m. Tuesday when Conrad and Bean transferred from
Yankee Clipper to Intrepid through a three-foot connecting
tunnel.

AFTER FOUR HOURS of systems checks, Mission Control flashed the go-ahead for the two ships to undock.
At 11: 16 p.m., with millions watching on Jive color television, latches binding the two vehicles were released and the
two spacecraft drifted gently apart.
Against the background of a greyish moon, Intrepid resembled a giant insect from another world, its four landing
legs extended and its tracking lights blinking brightly.

THE CHATTER BETWEEN the two ships remained lighthearted, betraying none of the hazard of the mission.
"You're on your way, Intrepid,'' Gordon said.

Sketch of Intrepid Ready to Land
said, watching the instruments.
"300 feet altitude coming
down at five (feet per second)."
"Oh, look at that crater!
right where it's supposed to
be! You're beautiful," said
Conrad.

"FORTY feet coming down
in two. Looking good. Watch
the dust; 31, 32, 33 feet. Corning down in two. Pete, you·ve
got plenty of gas, plenty of
gas, babe. Stay in there.
"Eighteen feet coming down
in two. He's g o t it made.
Corne on in there. 24 feet. Contact light," Bean shouted as
the four-foot probes touched
the lunar surface.
"Okay, we are in hot shape,
Houston. We are in real good
shape," Conrad said.
"Man, oh man! I'll tell you,
I think we're in a place a lot
dustier than Neil's. Good
thing we had a simulator, because that was an IFR (in-

strument flight rules) landing."

CONRAD thus became the
first space pilot to make both
an instrument takeoff and
landing. The Apollo-12 launching last Friday was into a
low-hanging, 1,000-foot cloud.
Soon after takeoff they were
hit by lightning or some kind
of electrical discharge without any apparent ill effects.
" I am glad I was high, Al,"
Conrad said.
"It is beautiful out here."
"Intrepid, congratulations
from Yankee Clipper," Dick
Gordon radioed as he flew
over the command module,
70 miles up.
"Thank you, sir, we'll see
you in 32 hours."
"OKAY, have a ball."
"Hey, we flew right by the
crater, Houston,'' Conrad radioed. "But this ground looks
neat out here. We're not gonna
have any trouble going back
there."
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Gordon radioed congratulations from his lonely outpost.
"Have a ball," Gordon said.

"THANKS, SEE YOU in 32 hours,'' replied Conrad, referring to the time they plan to spend on the surface.
Within minutes after stepping on the surface, the third
man to walk on the moon strolled to the edge of the crater
and sighted the unmanned Surveyor spacecraft that softlanded there 2½ years ago.
Surveyor had been their target and they had zeroed in on
it during their daring approach.
"BOY, YOU'D NEVER believe it," he said. "Guess
what I see sitting on the side of the crater. The old Surveyor
. .. good old Surveyor. It can't be more than 600 feet away."
Bean waited inside Intrepid's c hm to watch and photograph Conrad's progress before veni.uring down himself.
The ground said Bean's trouble with the water-cooled
undergarment m•ght be a false instrument reading.
Within minutes Bean determined that the problem was
created when the hatch closed shut after Conrad's exit, and
that some air had been shut in the cabin, affecting the suit
radiator.

HE OPENED THE HATCH again, and the escape of the
air into the moon's vacuum eliminated the trouble.
Conrad's exit was 31 minutes behind the original schedule. The astronauts said they required more time than anticipated to do neither life-sustaining back packs, helmet and
gloves in the crowded cabin.
Intrep1d's hatch was opened at 6:30 a.m. and Conrad,
clad in his bulky white space suit, gingerly backed down the
nine-rung ladder attached to a landing leg.
HE STEPPED INTO a 37-inch footpad at the base of the
ladder, and then planted the 13-inch boot of his left foot onto
the powdery soil.
As Conrad climbed down the ladder, he opened a compartment that exposed a television camera, which gave earthlings a quarter million miles away their first living colo::
·
closeup look at the surface.

THE SECOND OUTING is scheduled to start at 12:32
a.rn. Thursday. During this period they are to collect carefully documented rock samples and attempt to walk 150 feet
down the sloping crater wall to reach the Surveyor. Each
excursion is to last about 3'/2 hours.
The astronauts could not restrain their enthusiasm as
they gazed through their window at the bleak, boulder-strewn
landscape surrounding them before leaving the lander.
"Holy cow! It's beautiful out there!" Conrad blurted.
"All we want to do is get outside."
"Hey, Pete, look at those boulders over there on your
right," Bean remarked. "I can't wait to get outside. Man,
look at that. Fantastic! "
TOUCHDOWN CAME just four months after Apollo-11

:;..

Drawing Shows How Astronauts Deployed Experimental Packages

Loneliest Man Circles Moon
SPACE CENTER, Houston -(UPI)- While his fellow
astronauts walk on the moon, Richard F. Gordon is the
loneliest man in the universe.
For 32 hours, his task is to keep the Yankee Clipper in
a proper lunar orbit so it can dock with the Intrepid, take
some pictures of planned landing sites for future missions and check the navigation equipment on board the
command module.
Gordon will orbit the moon 18 times by himself and
for a total of 13 hours and 48 minutes-46 minutes of every
orbit-he will be out of contact with the earth and the
Intrepid.

Around midnight tonight, Gordon ·will begin taking
color photographs of three craters called Theophilus,
Descartes and Fra Mauro, all tentative sites of future
moon landings.
Gordon ate his first meal alone at 2:22 a.m., 27 minutes after Bean and Conrad touched the lunar surface.
He also reported to mission control he was not uncomfortable at being left out of the main action.

AT 11:05 a.m. EST today, Gordon was to fire two
engines for 15 seconds to get the Yankee Clipper in the
proper orbit to reunite it with the lunar lander. WithouC
this critical maneuver, the two ships could not dock and
Charles Conrad Jr. and Alan L. Bean would be stranded
in the Intrepid.

Barbara Gordon, who watched the lunar landing at her
Nassau Bay, 'Tex., home, called her husband an integral
part of the team. "Without him they could never get
back," she said.
"But this night belongs to Pete and Al,'' she added,
as her husband flew his lonely vigil around the moon.

"I CAN MOVE around in here pretty good now that
I've got all this much room," he said.

r

Conrad Carries Sample of Rock Toward Intrepid

Lunar Module Pilot Bean Near Bottom of Ladder

This Flash on TV Screen Occuned When Camera Went Out

- .\.P

Apollo TV Camera Pounded On but It Gives No Joy
''Take a good close look at the lens and make sure it's
in the right configuration," the ground suggested. But it
didn't help.
Mission Control suggested that a color wheel inside
might be stuck.
"When I hold the end of the camera I can feel the
wheels running," Bean said. He tried changing the setting,
but still no joy.

SPACE CENTER, Houston - ltPI - There was, in the
la nguage of fliers and astronauts, " no joy" on television
from the moon today.
It started fine when Charles Conrad opened a lower
compartment on the lunar lander and exposed the camera.
It showed first Conrad, then Al L. Bean, climbing down the
ladder.
But when Bean moved the camera away from the
spacecraft, the picture suddenly went sour. _At the top
there was a jagged white area. The bottom three quarters
was solid black.

SUDDENLY THERE were streaks.

The ground suggested: "Give it one more light rap and
also cut down on the F stop." On a camera, the larger the
"F stop," the smaller the amount of light admitted by the
lens.
"Okay, we did," said Conrad. "Did it zoom down for
you?"
"No joy," said the ground.

"OKAY, I'M GOING to pound it a bit," Conrad said.

"Okay, it's coming 111 now," said Mission Control.

''ALL THE connections look good," said Bean.

"I hit it on the top with my hammer," Bean said. "I
figured we didn't have anything to lose. That's skilled
craftsmanship."

Edward I. Hawthorne, now
assistant to the m anager of
Huges space systems division,
thinks the retrieval of parts of
the Surveyor by the Apollo-12_
astronauts is just about the
greatest s p a c e experiment
ever to come a long.
He expects study of the Surveyor parts will reveal a tremendous a mount of engineering data vital to the design of
future ·space systems as well
as result in basic scientific
information.

ASTRONAUTS Charles Conrad and Alan Bean are scheduled to walk over to Surveyor3 on their second moonwalk
shor tly after midnight tonight,
picking up rock samples on
the way, a nd return to lnrrepid with six items from the
robot spacecraft that landed
on the moon Apr. 19, 1967.
Hawrliornc is here to work
out with space agency officials
the complicated procedures to
be used in testing and analyzing the Surveyor parts to insure best resul ts.
Hawthorne said that more
and more people are realizing
the importance of the Sur\'.eyor part retrieval. W h a t
was ::it first regarded as "just
a littl~ extra gooclie" is now
regarded as almost a prime
objective, he said.

Mission Control promised to get experts on the ground
working to solve the problem and the astronauts - by then
far behind on their limited time schedule - went about
their scientific tasks.
The camera is the same one that was carried in the
command module on the Apollo 10 in May. Its outside was
coated with a special material to withstand temperature
extremes on the moon and its inside was beefed up.
But today, on the first of Apollo-12's two planned
moonwalks, there was no joy.
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Surveyor Expert Joyful
Over Bull's-Eye Landing
By JACK JONES
. Daily News Staff \\- riter
SPACE CENTER , Houston
- One of the happiest people
around here when the Intrepid
lunar module landed within
600 to 800 feet of Surveyor-3
was 48-year-old Huges Aircraft
Co. e n g i n e e r who was in
ch'arge of two of the seven
original Surveyor spacecraft.

Streaks, but still no picture.

Exaniination
o f th e 1 7-

pound carnera
will provwe a

Thumbs Up From :Mrs. Con rad After News of Landing·

f l o o d of• en-

Apollo Landing Brings
Families' Cheers, Hugs

g·ineering design data.
Simulation Shows Astronausts Approaching Surveyor III
HawLhorne said Conrad and
Bean will try to bung back six
items from the Surveyor: The
television camera that sent
back 6,315 pictures, a piece of
shiny a i u m i n u m tubing
painted with white paint, a
section of wire cabte, a small
mirror used for thermal control, and a piece of the tough
plastic, kapton.

ALL HAVE endured exposure to the moon environment
which includes ultra violet radiation, the solar wind, solar
flares, micrometeorites, vacuum, and dusl.
The most severe concl1tion,
he said, was thermal cycling
,from 300 de:;rees below zero to
200 above during each lunar
day and night.

Hawthorne said the polished
aluminum will show traces of
the impacts of micrometeorites, irom which tbe scientists
can figure out density, energy
and frequency.

THE SHINY surface may
also hare embedded in H part i c 1e s from the solar wmd
which can be analyzed for
pi1rely scientific mformation?

portions of the spacecraft, including the cable.

"NOW THE scientists want
to see 1f those bugs are still
a l i v e, Hawthorne said. "It
they are, they're p r o b a b I y
p r e t t y strong bugs. Maybe
they've mutated. But I think
•it's a good chance they're all
dead. But that's a good data
point, too."

Thr white paint ,.,ill be stud11:d, ro note the effects of
ultra·,iolet radiation, mostly.
"Kap ton is an important
material for spar;e purposes.
but we don't know how it
stands up," he said
Bdore S u r v e y o r was·
launched, careful m1crobiology counts had been made on

The mirror will show marks
from micrometeorites and also
effects of temperature radiallon.
Hawthorne said examination
of the 17-pound television will
provide a flood of engineering
design data. It contins lenses,
mirrors, gears, motors, electronic parts of all descriptions,
and other items.

NOT THE least important,
Hawthorne said, will be information on how soldered joints
and connectors withstood the
rigorous moon environment.
The studies of how the various materials behaved under
lunar conditions could be the
most important results of the
project, Hawthorne said.

NASSAU BAY - (UPI) "Yippee!" yelled Jane Conrad, jumping on the bed beside
the television set when her
astronaut husband "Pete" reported early today he had
landed the spacecraft Intrepid
on the moon.
Then she went into the front
yard of the Conrad home in
Taylor Lake Village, pointed
to the three-quarter moon in
the southwest, and said:
"There they are. Right up
there."

B e s i d e s retrieving parts
WITH CHEERS, hugs, sighs,
from the spacecraft, Conrad applause and champagne, the
and Bean are expected to take A p o 11 o 12 wives celebrated
numerous pictures of the sur- today America's second suct;1ce around Surveyor for de- cessful moon landing.
tection of any pcssible new
Sue Bean, wife of the other
craters. They also will exam- astronaut on the moon, module
ine the soil, particularly the · pilot Alan L. Bean, pounded
area w h e re Surveyor's re- her hands in applause along
motely controlled ctigging tool
with the rest of the "landing
scraped furrows in the lunar party" of 35 in the Jiving room
or her $60,000 home here.
surface, 31 months ago.
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Then she exulted: "Well we
did it agam, all pullmg together. Outstanding! It was
great!"
!n the nearby home of Richarcl F. Gordon Jr., the command module pilot who rem ..1r.ed circling the moon in
lonelv orbit, his wife Barbara
war-whooped along with her
\ ,s;tors.
"I WONDER how close to
tl':e ~urveyor they are-that's
what I want to know," were
Mrs. Gordon's first words, in

Oh! Did they land all right? I got up late
because of t he strike.'

World Not Quite asExcited
=rom Daily News Win Services

Millions around the world watched America's
Apoilo-12 astronauts land on the moon today and reacted with a restraint born of the realization it has
been done before.
In some nations of Europe, the moon mission took
second place to labor strikes.
" Oh! Did they land all right?" asked Italian
schoolteacher Alessandra Gangi. "I got up late because of the strike."
. In Italy the strike kept newspapers from going
to press although television carried the landing and
moonwalk.

ALTHOUGH BRITONS saw it all on television, 1t
had to share front-page headlines with a teachers'
strike.
Some were as thrilled as when man first reached
·the moon J uly 20.
·
" This sort of thing never get old," said Herbert
Spindler, 23, of Vienna.
" l was a mazed at the accuracy of the landing,"
said Rudolf Lang, 47, of Vienna.

IN THE SOVIET UNION, the moon landing
aroused little excitement, although the news agency
Tass reported it in a factual, one-paragraph dispatch
about 20 minutes after touchdown.
Jt said: "At 0655GMT today, the lunar module of
the Apollo-12 spaceship with astronauts Charles Con-

rad and Alan Bean on board landed on the surface of
the moon in the Ocean of Storms."
Morning newspapers, printed before the landing,
relegated news of the Apollo-12 mission to inside
pages. Most front pages were entirely devoted to
"rocket forces and artillery day" today.
ln Moscow, the day's second television newscast
failed to mention the landing.
Instead, Moscow television showed a film of pictures of Soviet military missiles.

A POLISH NEWSPAPER said the moon mission
failed to push the Vietnam war off world front pages.
"The plans of the Washington administration that
the Apollo flight should eclipse the murders committed in Vietnam ended in failure," said the Polish
armed services newspaper Zolnierz Wolnosci.
"It did not silence the protests."

MORNING newspapers in London put the story
well down on the front pages in contrast to tl1e banner headlines for the first men on the moon.
Japanese newspapers which published extra editions during the Apollo-11 landing this time only delayed their deadlines to carry stories on the landing.
The Japan Broadcasting Corp. said its switthboard was clogged with calls in the first minutes

Richard F . Gordon .Jr.

Alan L, Bean

Charles Conrad Jr.

after the landing, inquiring about the success of the
mission. Some callers expressed their happiness at
the success, a spokesman said.

TOKYO TELEVISION dealers, after a run on
color sets in July when Apollo 11 landed, complained
because the demand wasn't repeated.
"Business was awful," said one, "and we were
heavily stocked."
An official of the South African Broadcasting Corp.
said it received only a few telephone calls in contrast
to the response of Apollo-11. But Johannesburg's
Daily Mail and the Cape Times in Cape Town publishing extra editions to report the landing.

IN THE UNITED States, the wee hours landing
met with varying degrees of enthusiasm around the
nation.
'~The exclamations by the astronauts were.really
great," said CPO George P. Mantlow, 39, duty officer
at the Great Lakes Nava! station who found the landing "much more dramatic" than Apollo-11.
Melinda Rogers, a student m Santa Monica, Calif.,
asked:
"What I want to know is when is this going to
end? I mean the TV coverage. Are they going to do
it this big on the sixth landing, or the 56th? People
are gonna get bored, aren't they?"

1

reference to the Surveyor 3
spacecraft to which the astronauts were scheduled to walk.
Her daughter, Carleen, 15,
told her a few minutes later it
had been announced they were
walking distance away.
"It's a feat just to get to the
lunar surface, but 350 meters
from the surveyor is fantastic," Mrs. Gordon said.
ln the Conrad home, where

J a n e said she felt "just
great," it was like a block
party with n e i g h b o r s and
friends d r op p i n g by. She
watched television in her bedroom with her four sons, her
mother, Mrs. W.O. Dubose or
Uvalde, Tex.; the Rev. Donald
R Raish, her pastor, and astronaut Michael Collins.

C LA Y BEAN, 13, came
downstairs about 10 minutes
before the landing and positioned himself in front of the
television in the living room.
Mrs. Bean sat on the floor in
front of the NASA squawk box
with astronauts R u s s e I I L.
Schweickart on her right and
William A. Anders on her left,
and Edwin E. Aldrin- module
pilot on the first moon landing
-behind her.
Amy Bean, 6, slept through
the landing.
Three of the Gordon children
who atte11d a private school in
Beaumcnt, Tex. had rested
during the afternoon so they
ronlcl stay up late for tlic
landing. Two others of the six
Gordon children joined Carleen and their mother watching television.
M R S. GORDON'S parems
and two cousins and Gordon's
mother were present.
Barbara said she was proud
of her husband as part of the
team that "without him they
could never get back."
But she added : "This night
belongs to Pete imd Al'.'
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N.Y. Gals Ga-Ga
Over Pierre Trudeau

Defendant, Just 22,
In Top Court Plea

I

WASHINGTON, - (UPI) The Supreme court he.ard arguments Tuesday on behalf -0i
MOSCOW (UPI) - Beyuk- perhaps the you,1gest defendant
Aga Kasumov of the Azer- in its history-a y.;ung man conbaijani town of Ali-Bairamly victed or murde-i ng his teacher
celebrated his 133rd birthday when he was 14.
Attorneys for LC"' Arthur HesMonday while his 25th greatgranddaughter was b e i n g ter, now 22, of Cliicago, said he
confessed to police while he was
born, Tass said.
being held incommunicado withThe official news agency out the support of a parent,
said the child was named lawyer or adviser of any kind.
Vyugyar, which m e a n s The body of th:! victim, Jose-,
"pride" in Azerbaijani.
phine Keane, was found in
- - - - - - - - - - - Lewis• Champlin elementary
chief. Soul singer Leon Bibb, ,school in Chicago in l 961.
turly great at the St. Regis
Maisonette, influenced the ho- J
AN INVITATION
tel with his style. They put
T• J1111ier Leegu•
black bean soup and southern
, Tow• Hall Me111bers & Others
fried chicken on the menu.
II y111 111j1y1tl "Alaska" with
Lowell Tho111u Jr., yeu and your
Bob Hope's name went up in
lights in Las Vegas when he family will 11st 111j1y tht color
film "Th• Canadian West" prodropped in at the Riviera to
duced 11111 presented lly Don
introduce John Davidson and
Ctoptr, travel l1ctur1r and hu•
Joan Rivers. Kidding Howard
morist,
Hughes and Kirk Kerkorian,
Dayt111 Art Institute
Bob said: "[ hear they're planning tod raw high card for the
w,11., lln, 19tlt-l:31 p.m.
world." He called Las Vegas
ltlults $2:50
Students St ,25
"the only place where a bird
S111 ■ 11HrH lly YMCA
cage cleans you."

NEW YORK-Now that Can- girls forget Joe Namath's forada's glamorous, romantic ward passes.
Prime Minister Trudeau has
K A T H ARJNE HEPBURN
invaded New 1
("The American Garbo," seYork's Beaucretive, nonparty-going, pritiful People \
vacy-loving) stands to make
set, several
$17,000 a week and percentage
female
-probably $20,000-in "Coco"
hearts are
which should be a record. Give
p a I pitating
credit to Producer Fred Brisover his
son who, after 15 years' obhandsomesession with an idea, has this
ness, humor,
showing playing previews at
gallantry,
t he Mark Hellinger. He had a
positionWilson
thousand obstacles but he perand the fact
severed, and he's made a little
that he's single.
Broadway history aleady after
It's going to become a status
two nights' shows.
thing for a girl to get a date
Blind Jose Feliciano, who
with him.
caused all that furor when he
"He's very dear," said Anne
sang a "soul" version of the
Jackson, wife of Eli Wallach, national anthem at the '68
speaking strictly as a wife. World Series, told us at Toots
• ■ • ■ ■ ■ ■ l \!AR'-· " cm PO.. I ■ • • • ■ ■ ■
"Eli and I had a Jong chat
with him at party that was Shor's that he was against the
CHRISTM.4S SPECIAL
■
Moratorium-"to me it's disfull of writers and artists."
respectful ... I think Nixon is
Chri,tmH Dodline D~<·. 1 :
This unusual party, held in doing a good job . . . I feel
a series of artists' lofts, saw bad I didn't vote for him but
the dancing P .M. dancing with I will next time."
1
and seemingly being enJose, who's a great punster,
chanted by, and with, pretty
incidentally likes to think of
,...
writer Gloria Steinem who
$100
ADY.
the anthem as being titled
once wrote that the perfect since he's blind), "Jose, Can't
J,'OR
OFFER,
match for Jackie Kennedy
You
See?"
■
e i HII.DIH, OR WI 1.T~
would have been Trudeau.
• o,r l I 4.D\. ()f,"H•.J\ ·10
\ H~IL\
JIMMY ROSELLI couraHe's going to be the great
prize capture of the Swinging geously flung off a brace he's ■
MARK•K STUDIO
'70s. He could even make required to wear for a slipped ■
disc when he pened at Jules
40 •• J\Ul'1
J.'IO'rr BLDG.
Podell's Copacabana. Women •
•
228-9231
•
squealed when he handed them ■
E'-1',
UU'.,
U1h
■
■•
■
■
■ ■ ■,
his tie and pocket handker- "• ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

II

l

\
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•
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Meteoroid

Showers Up

For Apollo
By JACK JONES
Daily News Staff Writer
1
SPACE CENTER, Houston
- Meteoroid activity is esti- 1
mated 23 per cent above normal during the 10-day flight of
Apollo 12, according to space
agency officials.
They said that this increases
the chances of their space ship
being punctured by a meteorite from an estimated five In
ten million to six in ten million.
In other words, chances are
still pretty good the Yankee
Clipper won't be hit.

I

THE increase in meteoroid
activity came about because
the earth is going through six
meteoroid showers during the
Apollo 12 mission.
Although four of these showers reached their peak activity
before launch, they are still of
sufficient magnitude to be considered in assessing flight hazards, Burton G. Cour-Palais,
chief of the meteoroid sciences
branch here, said. The four
meteor streams are the South·
em A r i e t i d s, the Northel1l
Taurids, the Southern Taurids,
and the Bielids.
Meteoroid showers are
named for the constellations
from which the celestial projectiles seem to originate.
THESE four s h o w e r s in•
crease the total meteoroid flux
to 14 per cent above normal.
Another stream, the nighttime Taurids, reached its peak
Saturday while the Leonids
showed had a high Monday.
The Leonids reached a very
high peak around Nov. 16-17
three years ago, but they were
not nearly so numerous this
year.

3 DAYS ONLY THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

SPECIAL SALE of FURS
SALE!oNE
FABULOUS FUR HATS"

---------

Meditation

Time Ol('d

natural mink jackets

887

CINCINNATI UPI - Ohio teachers will be permitted to s.et
aside classroom time for medi•
tation on moral, philosophical or
patriotic themes starting Tuesday when a new law, approved
by the Ohio Legislature Aug. 20
takes affect.
The law gives the teachers
sole judgment on the subjects
hut it also permits the puplis to
skip the sessions "if they are
contrary to the religious convictions of the pupil or his parents
· or guardians."
The bill was introduced by
Sen. Charles J. Carney, (D Youngstown), to "instill in the
t e a c h e r s talk of values that
made this nation great ... to
get back to brotherly love, honesty pays and the golden rule."
Carney said the bill was designed to get around the U.S.
Supreme Court decision in 1963
banning prayers in schools.

From our collection of wonderful values we've shown:
Natural Mink sloped pillbox in ranch, pastel, Cerulean® or Kohinoor,
sole 47.87
Natural Norwegian Fox Toils toque, sole priced 21.87
Grey Natural Persian Lomb or Block dyed Persian Lomb sides, large
beret, sole priced 28.87

to
to

natural mink coats

$479
$579
s379

It's our annual pre-holiday sale ... with every fur in our stock at special savings ... plus a collection of beautiful furs flown in to Thal's for
this 3-day event. You'll find a very extensive selection of natural minks
in all the luscious tones-from the pa lest blonds and silvery greys to the
deepest dark browns. Dyed Persian lamb and broadtails ... dazzling
natural blue fox ... plus a host of the wild contemporary furs, some
with dyed fox borders swooping round the hemlines. Come see them all.
thal's third floor downtown and town & country
Of course, CONVENIENT PAYMENTS can be arranged.

Others featured in this outstanding collection:

I

..

4787

One of the most spectacular events of the season!
Glamorous toques, sleek pillboxes, warm hoods,
smart turbans, jaunty berets and pert pixies. They' re
at both Stores ... and all sale priced. Here's an idea
of the wonderful values!

WASHINGTON-(UPI)-T he
Department of Transportation
has acted to remedy a major
source of consumer complaints
-household movers. DOT asked
the Interstate Commerce com' mission Tuesday "to take what- .
ever stpes may be necessary to ·
,ensure that. movers of household
\ lO<)ds provide responsible servi.

to

$279
$479

• MINK
• PERSIAN LAMB
• FOX
• RACCOON • NUTRIA • ITAUAN LAMB

MOVERS GETTING LOOK

iee."

Natural Mink Stoles, Capes

Dyed Italian Lomb toque sole priced 8.87
Natural Raccoon toque, sole priced 26.87
Natural Pink pillbox, sole priced 35.87
thal's second floor downtown and Town & Country
Fur product, labeled to show country of origin of imported fore

MR. PO. Our fashion consultcn+ will be at Thal's downtown
Thursday to assist you with your selection.

*
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·sun Flares Watched So ·Spacemen Can Be Warned
By JACK JONES
Daily News Staff Writer
SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON-While most of the world
is following the activities of
the Apollo-12 astronauts in
their mission to the moon,
pretty Beulah Mae Kilpatric is
giving the sun her undivided

attention.

ardous to the moon explorers.
"This year solar activity is
at an 11-year peak, so accurate forecasts and immediate
warnings of solar conditions
are especially important,"
said the 36 year old mother of
three children.
SOLAR flares-bright massive tongues of hot plasmaerupt from the burning mass
of the sun, sending X-rays,

She and a group of scientists
around the world are alert to
detect any solar flares which
could produce radiation haz-

radio waves, light waves, electron clouds, and destructive
high-energy protons toward
the earth and moon and into
deep space.

which has a contract with the
N a t i o n a I Aeronautics and
Space administration to watch
solar activities.

Mrs. Kirkpatric watches the
sun through a 10-power telescope atop a 65-foot tower at
the manned spacecraft center
here.
She is an employe of the
Lockheed Ai r craft Corp's
L o c k h e e d Electronics Co.

THE WATCH on the sun is
maintained by a chain of six
solar observatories w h i c h
make up the NASA solar particle alert network. Three stations, at Carnarvon, Australia,
in the Grand Canary islands
and here, are equipped with
both radio and optical tele-

scopes to monitor the sun's
radiation. Stations at Boulder,
Colo., Culgoora, Australia, and
Teheran, Iran, have only optical instruments.
Should a flare erupt, one of
the stations sees it within
eight minutes, the time it
takes for light to travel from
the sun to the earth.
A tentative judgment is
made of the size and probable
results of the flares. If it

seems large enJugh to report,
details of the disturbance-including information from satellites and ground stations on
neutrons, protons and ionospheric conditions- are sent
here.
IF A dangerous solar flare
should o c c u r during the
Apollo-12 flight, mission director Chester Lee, space physicist, and flight surgeons would

24-HOUR SERVICE
277-9374.

Agnew
_GERMAN MAID 8-0Z. PKG.
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·NOODLES

WASHINGTON - (UPI) Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
Tuesday presented the Medal
of Honor posthumously to the
families of three Army enlisted men killed in Vietnam.
One of them, Cpl. J e r r y
Wayne Wickam , 26, of Leaf
River, Ill., conducted singlehanded a t t a c k s on three
en~my bunkers near Loe Minh
before he was m o r t a 11 y
wounded .
. The other two, Sgt. Gordon
land, Mich., and Pfc. Carlos
Douglas Yntema, 22, of HolJ ames Lozada, 22, of New
York, fought fierce rearguard
actions after refusing to with
draw. Lozada was a native of
Puerto Rico.

. BANQUET: l'ROZEN
MINCE or PUMPKIN

PIES
NONE SUCH

8 Inch
Size

28-0Z.

MINCE
MEAT •• • •

tHE CEREMONY brought

to 103 the total of awards of
the nation's highest military
honor for heroism in Vietnam.
Sixty have been posthumous.
Wickam was the son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Wickam. His
widow, Mrs. Su z a 11 n e C.
Wickam lives in Leaf River
with their 2-year-old son, Michael, born in 1967.
Yntema was the son of Mr.
and' Mrs. Dwight B. Yntema.
He was born in Bethesda, Md.
Lozada was the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leo Lozada, and the
· hysba.nd of Linda Lozada of
the Bronx.

Town's Love
P·ours Out
For Neighbor I

17-0Z. CAN

STOKELY

22-0Z. JAR

STOKELY
APPLESAUCE • • •

CHUNK DILL
PICKLES . • • • •

I
MORO!N!N!N!N, Ill. - 1J1'1
- Residents in the area of the
lit~le town of Moro are rallying
to the aid of a young neighbor
who lost parts of both legs and
suffered severe damage to one
hand in a corn-picking machine accident.
Donald Kruse, 31, was injured Nov. 5 on his 65-acr_e
farm near this southwest llh·
no i s community, population
200.
TH E FOLLOWING day,
about 35 farmers showed up at
the Kruse farm just north of
Bethalto in Madison County to
bring in the corn and beans
and sow zheat.
A benefit fund now totaling
$2,000 is e x·p e c t e d to gro~
much larger after two benefit
d an c e s and two public
auctions.
Kruse and his wife Nancy
worked for 18 months to build
a new home and moved into it
just two months ago. They
have a son, Todd, 2.
KRUSE WORKED full time
for Olin Mathieson Chemical
Corp. in East A 1_t o n and
farmed in his spare time.
"We love those kids," said
Mrs. Clint SXOUTHARD, AN
ORGANIZER OF THE BENE·
FIT EVENTS. So do a lot of
other people.
The Edwardsville M o o s e
Lodge will sponsor a benefit
dance Friday and hold an auction Saturday of items donated
by members.
The Bethalto American Lebenefit dance Saturday night
and a community sale will be
and a community sale will b
held Sunday in Bethalto City
Park of items donated by the
people of Moro and Bethalto.
Parishioners of M i d w a y
Evangelical church of Moro
will ser\'e lunch during the
sale.
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• MED. PEAS • GREEN BEANS · .
• NIBLETS • MEXICORN .
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CROUTETTES •
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Cake or Frosting Mixes

BAXTER

have to decide what evasive
actions to take.
Heating-Cooling
SINCE 1902
Scientists say six to 12 hours
would elapse before significant
ELECTRONIC AIR
amounts o[ radiation could
CLEANERS
travel some 90 million miles
between the sun and the
m o o n, so there would be
POWER
enough time to warn astroHUMIDIFIERS
nauts walking on the lunar
surface to take shelter in the
landing vehicle or return to
the greater safety of the command modu.~
le~.-----~~~~~~~~~~~~

Children's Letters to God

Presents
Medals

The heavier met~ionstruction of the mother ship pro•
vides protection from all but
the extreme solar flares.
The most recent solar flare
was detected Nov. 2.

10-OZ. PKG.

